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Nextool multifunctional belt NE20020
Want to always have useful tools next to you? By putting on the Nextool multifunctional belt it will be possible! It combines a high-quality
belt and the most necessary tools that you can use in more than 10 ways. 
 
Quick access to tools
You no longer have to worry about long searches for the most necessary tools - today you will always have them at hand. The Nextool
belt is equipped with specially clipped tools, contained in a credit card-sized case. You'll be able to take them out with a flick of the wrist,
plus they won't weigh you down, as they're very lightweight.
 
Multiple functions
The Nextool belt offers more than 10 functions. You will find a screwdriver, knife, small scissors, nail file, bottle opener or SIM card pin,
among  others.  And  that's  not  all!  The  Nextool  will  be  your  companion  during  everyday  tasks  around  the  house  and  will  become  an
indispensable companion for any trip to the mountains or camping.
 
Excellent quality
The  Nextool  multifunctional  belt  is  made  of  polyester  and  the  tools  are  made  of  2Cr13  metal  alloy,  so  you  are  guaranteed  excellent
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quality. It is resistant to wear and tear, and you can easily wash off stains and dry it in no time. This makes you able to take it with you
even in difficult terrains.
 
Comfort of use
The Nextool belt is not only a multifunctional addition to your styling. It will also be very comfortable to wear, as you don't have to worry
about running out of holes. The belt does not contain them, however, you always have the option to adjust it to your waist. It is also easy
to  fasten  and  unfasten,  thanks  to  a  special  buckle.  Its  length  is  1180  mm  and  its  width  is  39  mm,  which  makes  it  an  ideal  belt  for
everyone.
 
Manufacturer 
Nextool
Model
NE20020
Tool material
Steel alloy 2Cr13
Strap material 
Polyester
Belt length
1180 mm
Belt width 
39 mm
Weight
240g±12g
Functions 
Phillips screwdriver / Hooker knife / Blade knife / Flat screwdriver / Nail file / Small scissors / Can opener / Bottle opener / SIM card pin
Color 
Black

Price:

Before: € 33.0009

Now: € 26.00
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